
The IUB 2002 Resue Robot TeamAndreas Birk, Holger Kenn, Martijn Rooker, Agrawal Akhil, Balan Horia Vlad,Burger Nina, Burger-Sheidlin Christoph, Devanathan Vinod, Erhan Dumitru,Hepes Ioan, Jain Aakash, Jain Premvir, Liebald Benjamin, Luksys Gediminas,Marisano James, Pfeil Andreas, P�ngsthorn Max, Sojakova Kristina,Suwanketnikom Jormquan and Wuherpfennig JulianInternational University Bremen, Germanya.birk�iu-bremen.de, http://www.iu-bremen.de/RoboCup/1 IntrodutionThe main researh topis for the IUB resue team are twofold. First, we workon the systems engineering side to develop robust and versatile robots that arenevertheless rather inexpensive. The low ost fator should allow us to use largergroups of robots in senarios with a high risk of losing individual systems. Seond,semi-autonomy is investigated to allow a safe and eÆient integration of tele-operation via a human operated basestation and various autonomous behaviorson board of the robots. The IUB resue robot team is also used for eduation,as it is a regular part of the undergraduate program in Eletrial Engineeringand Computer Siene (EECS) at IUB [RCI02℄.2 The Hardware SideThe implementation of the resue robots is based on the so-alled CubeSys-tem, a kind of onstrution kit for roboti systems. The CubeSystem is usedin basi and applied researh, industrial projets and aademi eduation (seee.g. [BWBK99,BWB+98,BB98,Bir98℄).The enter of the CubeSystem is the so-alled RoboCube ontroller hard-ware (�gure 1) based on the MC68332 proessor. The RoboCube has a openbus arhiteture whih allows to add \in�nitely" many sensor/motor-interfaesat the prie of bandwidth. The RoboCube's basi set of ports onsists of 24analog/digital (A/D) onverter, 6 digital/analog (D/A) onverter, 16 binary In-put/Output (binI/O), 5 binary Inputs, 7 timer hannels (TPC), and 3 DC-motorontroller with quadrature-enoding (QDEC). The RoboCube is desribed inmore detail in [BKW00,BKW98℄.In addition to its entral omponent, the RoboCube as ontroller hardware,the CubeSystem provides additional hardware, inluding eletronis and me-hanis, and software omponents. For the more hallenging loomotion tasksthat are needed for resue robots, a new base was developed that features sixatively driven wheels (�gure 1). The CubeSystem also features a speial op-erating system, the CubeOS [Ken00℄, providing omponent based support forrealtime and ontrol funtions.



Fig. 1. Left: The RoboCube, an extremely ompat embedded omputer for robotontrol. Right: The resue mobile base with six atively driven wheels. It is ompletelyonstruted from CubeSystem omponents inluding the RoboCube as ontroller, themotor- and sensor-modules, as well as the battery-management hardware.
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Fig. 2. A shemati overview of the di�erent omponents of a resue robot.On the resue robots, a mobile PC is used to servie RF-ethernet and to om-pute video-ompression. All ontrol and servie related data going to and omingfrom the okpit is diretly relayed from the RF-onnetion to the RoboCubewhih handles all servie and ontrol related tasks on the resue robot.3 The Software SideThe IUB resue robots are onneted via standard networking tehnology, es-peially RF-ethernet, to their okpit(s) from where they an be tele-operated
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Fig. 3. The IUB resue robots are teleoperated via standard networking tehnologyfrom a so-alled okpit by a human operator. Despite the human in the loop, eahrobot needs quite some autonomous funtionality ensuring its proper behavior as thenetwork performane is unknown and an even break ompletely down, espeially aswireless omponents are involved.(�gure 3). The main load is on the up-link in form of streams of video and otheressential data, whereas only a few densely enoded highlevel motion ommandsare sent down-link to the base.Due to the limitations of wireless onnetions and the omplexity of resueoperations, the full operation of a robot an not be onstantly supervised by ahuman operator, i.e., the robots have to be semi-autonomous. So, the ommandsby the human operator that are high-level and maybe already outdated due toa broken RF-link have to be supplemented by various autonomous behaviors onboard of the robots. In doing so, there are two major issues, namely ensuring fail-safe-guarantees (FSG) and quality-of-servie (QoS). FSG must never be violatedat any ost. This means for example that major obstales and gaps in the groundmust be avoided or that the base must be stopped to avoid serious damages. QoSin ontrast de�nes onstraints whih maximize utility as long as they are notviolated. A timely response to requests from the operator for example ensuresthat the mobile robot moves along its path as desired. If these onstraints areoasionally violated, they should at most ause some slight inonvenienes tothe operator, but they never must put the whole devie or mission at risk. Adetailed desription of this software arhiteture an be found in this volume[BK02℄.4 ConlusionThe paper gave a short introdution to the IUB 2002 Resue Robot Team thatonsists of senior researhers and undergraduate students. The researh of theteam fous on two aspets. First, it is attempted on the systems engineeringside to develop robust and versatile bases that are nevertheless not ostly toallow the usage of larger groups of robots in situations where there is a highrisk of losing some bases. In doing so, the so-alled CubeSystem is used that



enters around a speial embedded ontroller, the RoboCube. Seond, semi-autonomy is investigated to allow a safe and eÆient integration of tele-operationvia a human operated basestation and various autonomous behaviors on board ofthe robots. For this purpose a speial ontrol arhiteture was developed. Thisontrol arhiteture ombines hard realtime ontrol on the bases with qualityof servie for the human operator at the base station. In respet to eduation,the team is used as a regular part of the undergraduate program in EletrialEngineering and Computer Siene (EECS) at IUB.Referenes[BB98℄ Andreas Birk and Tony Belpaeme. A multi-agent-system based on het-erogeneous robots. In Alexis Drogoul, Milind Tambe, and Toshio Fukuda,editors, Colletive Robotis, CRW'98, LNAI 1456. Springer, 1998.[Bir98℄ Andreas Birk. Robot learning and self-suÆieny: What the energy-levelan tell us about a robot's performane. In Proeedings of the Sixth Euro-pean Workshop on Learning Robots, LNAI 1545. Springer, 1998.[BK02℄ Andreas Birk and Holger Kenn. A ontrol arhiteture for a resue robotensuring safe semi-autonomous operation. In Gal Kaminka, Pedro U. Lima,and Raul Rojas, editors, RoboCup-02: Robot Soer World Cup VI, LNAI.Springer, 2002.[BKW98℄ Andreas Birk, Holger Kenn, and Thomas Walle. Roboube: an \univer-sal" \speial-purpose" hardware for the roboup small robots league. In4th International Symposium on Distributed Autonomous Roboti Systems.Springer, 1998.[BKW00℄ Andreas Birk, Holger Kenn, and Thomas Walle. On-board ontrol in theroboup small robots league. Advaned Robotis Journal, 14(1):27 { 36,2000.[BWB+98℄ Andreas Birk, Thomas Walle, Tony Belpaeme, Johan Parent, Tom DeVlamink, and Holger Kenn. The small league roboup team of the vub ai-lab. In Pro. of The Seond International Workshop on RoboCup. Springer,1998.[BWBK99℄ Andreas Birk, Thomas Walle, Tony Belpaeme, and Holger Kenn. Thevub ai-lab roboup'99 small league team. In Pro. of the Third RoboCup.Springer, 1999.[Ken00℄ Holger Kenn. Cubeos, the manual. Tehnial Report MEMO 00-04, VrijeUniversiteit Brussel, AI-Laboratory, 2000.[RCI02℄ The iub roboup team website. http://www.iu-bremen.de/RoboCup, 2002.


